Angola To fulfill with Article 5 of the Ottawa Convention, aim to demine all Anti-Personal landmines \(\text{confirmed 1st STEP}\) in field by January 2013 \(\text{to confirmed 2nd STEP}\) After 2013
ANGOLA MINE ACTION NATIONAL AUTHORITY
CNIDAH
PROJECT TO FULFILL ART.5 BY 2013
(Confirmed, 1st Step Updated Jun11)
Areas that were reported as mined and confirmed with technical survey, 1st Step (DATABASE of CNIDAH that is dynamic process for example every day is updated)
Angola Government is making all efforts to demine all contaminated areas, with National Public Operators. In this moment we have a strong help from EC trough 10th Development Found to National and International NGO´s
CNIDAH has created a Technical Group for fulfillment of the Art. 5 to work on extension process, as it will be necessary, Angola wants create a realistic DATA Base with the information of all areas that need to be demine
Technical Group with this structure:
Coordinator
DATA Base
Operations
Liaison
Support
Adviser

FULFILL ART. 5
TARGET 2nd Step
THANKS